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Context for today
• Apparently we do not care to be called elderly!
• U3A exists to keep the brains of we elderly people 

from giving in to feeling tired. We clearly are not old 
so maybe elderly is what we are.

• We have had some pretty depressing talks recently  so 
I think we can be a little light hearted today.

• But I hope to keep the grey matter churning.
• This talk is interspersed with personal comments on 

various things. Feel free to disagree.



.
Some Background

I need to set the scene



.
Air Effect Vehicles and Rockets
• An Aeroplane is able to fly because air movement across the wing 

causes lower pressure above the wing and higher below hence a net 
effective lift.

• Contrary to popular belief the wing does not have to be curved, it is 
the angle of the surface with respect to the direction of flow that 
does the trick.

• Rockets just blast through the air 



.
Air Effect Vehicles and Rockets
• If you don’t believe about the shape of the wing – How do planes fly 

upside down?



The Hovercraft

• The Hovercraft is a specific version of a class of vehicles known as Air 
Cushion Vehicle (ACV).



• The Hovercraft is a specific version of a class of vehicles known as Air 
Cushion Vehicle (ACV).

• There are several other ACVs which are not strictly speaking 
Hovercraft.



The purpose of a Hovercraft

• Water is a fluid



The purpose of a Hovercraft

• Water is a fluid
• Air is a fluid but much less viscous than water



The purpose of a Hovercraft

• Water is a fluid
• Air is a fluid but much less viscous than water
• The aim of a Hovercraft was to avoid the drag of water and use air to 

hold the traditional water based vehicle up out of the water.
• A useful feature of the Hovercraft is that it can operate on land



Previous attempts to use air under boats

• There were many attempts to introduce air under boats
• One came close to the idea that the Hovercraft uses but suitable 

power units were not available.



Inventors

• What is an inventor and how can one become one?



Inventors

• What is an inventor and how can one become one?
• It is not easy and it sometimes happens by accident, so it is not really 

a job.
• An inventor is a person who creates or discovers a new method, 

form, device or other useful means that becomes known as 
an invention. 

• The invention becomes the important thing and what is important is 
that the essence of the invention was written down.

• It is advisable to apply for a patent before revealing anything.



Sir Christopher Cockerell on Inventors

•Reflecting on the pitfalls of an inventor's life in 
Britain, he wrote: ''Everything is stacked against 
you, but for some reason some silly chaps seem 
to be driven to it (rather like a painter or a 
composer of music), which is perhaps just as 
well or we should still be living in the Stone Age. 
Some of the hovercraft saga was fun, but most 
of it was incredibly frustrating.''



Innovation

• Occurs if someone improves on or makes a significant contribution to 
an existing product, process or service.

• The original idea might have been a raw invention or something 
useful that already exists

• What is important is that the essence of the innovation was written 
down as an invention and a patent applied for if any financial gain is 
to be realised



Innovation at Work – an illustration

• I wanted to be able to wear my U3A membership card
• When the membership card is in a holder the bar code is on the 

back and usually obscured by the clip
• To allow me to use it I modified what can be seen on the front 

when in the holder. Not my idea I hasten to add
• I took a scan of the back of the card
• Cut the bar code out 
• Added it to the view of the card in the holder



Practical Innovation

• You will all recognise this



Practical Innovation

• You will all recognise the 
other side.

• The bar code is deliberately 
partially obscured



Practical Innovation

• Is there something different, 
but familiar about this?

• The bar code is deliberately 
partially obscured

• The card can now be worn 
when fronting up to the 
scanner



Ingenuity

•And then there is Ingenuity
• the quality of being clever, original, and 

inventive
•Did the presence of Number 8 wire on farms 

give New Zealanders the reputation for 
ingenuity?



Number 8 wire and New Zealanders

•There is a popular belief around the world that 
New Zealanders are very adaptable

•This originated from the farming origins of 
immigrant farming New Zealanders who had 
ready access to fencing wire.

• In particular number 8 wire.



Number 8 wire size

• It is approximately 4mm diameter
• (Not the 2.5mm diameter high tensile wire more often 

used these days)
• It is bendable by hand up to about 20cm in length, 

and with pliers at shorter lengths, but really not 
usable as a solution to problems with smaller things.

• It was, and in its 2.5mm current form is still, an 
excellent material for innovation.



Number 8 wire in use



Discovery

• In many respects what ultimately is classified as 
an invention was actually a discovery.

•What is important is that the essence of the 
discovery was written down and described as an 
invention.



Progress and Improvement in the modern 
world
•Discovery, Invention, Innovation, Ingenuity
•These go together to enable progress
• Innovation can and should carry on for ever 

without requiring a new discovery or invention 
to trigger another cycle

•New Zealand needs to carry on this habit



Patent – an important legal concept

• A Patent is a Limited legal monopoly granted to an individual or firm 
to make, use, and sell its invention, and to exclude others from doing 
so. An invention is patentable if it is novel, useful, and non-obvious. 
To receive a patent, a patent application must disclose all details of 
the invention so that others can use it to further advance the 
technology with new inventions.

• The above is an extract from an entry in the Business Directory.
Read more: 
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/patent.html



Patent Lawyers

•Given that a patent is granted by a government 
and is a legal entity lawyers are inevitably 
involved.

•One of the consequential side effects of the 
creation of patents was the invention of the 
patent lawyer to specialise in what can be a very 
complex area.



A Patent Summary - A special language!
• Cushion seals for air cushion vehicles
• Sep 20, 1977 - British Hovercraft Corporation Limited
• A cushion containing seal particularly suited for use as the bow or 

stern seal on a large ocean-going sidewall air cushion vehicle or 
surface effect ship, comprises adjacent elongated stiff members 
arranged near to one of their ends for attachment to rigid structure of 
the vehicle so as to be deflectable for contour conformation. Escape 
of pressurized air from the cushion between adjacent elongated stiff 
members is substantially prevented by flexible impermeable 
members that permit the elongated members to deflect with respect 
to each other. The elongated stiff members may be manufactured 
from metal so as to be rigid.



Now the Scene is set

•So much for various background matters
•Now back to the story



Christopher Cockerell
A largely unsung hero except for the 

Hovercraft 



My interest
I was in school in around 1959 when the Hovercraft 

concept was published in New Scientist.
A schoolmate and I needed a science project and we 

decided that a model Hovercraft would be fun to build.



Where was the school?
•We were at school in Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe). 

The school was modelled on British public (ie
private) schools, and largely staffed by English 
school masters. Magazines that the masters 
were used to would arrive about a month after 
publication and some of us, like my classmate 
and I, seized them with excitement.

•We found the Hovercraft story.



The excitement of the Hovercraft concept
•And so we learned about Christopher Cotterell 

and the Hovercraft.
•We needed a project for a Science project and a 

model Hovercraft seemed ideal.
• I personally desperately wanted to get to use the 

lathe in the science department, and I offered 
the use of a vacuum cleaner motor from home 
that needed a lathe to repair it.



Christopher Cockerell – the career highlights

• Christopher Sydney Cockerell, designer and inventor: born Cherry 
Hinton, Cambridgeshire 4 June 1910; research and development, 
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co 1935-51; consultant on hovercraft to 
the Ministry of Supply 1957-58; consultant, Hovercraft Development 
Ltd 1958-70, director 1959- 66; chairman, Ripplecraft Co Ltd 1950-79; 
CBE 1966; FRS 1967; Kt 1969; consultant, British Hovercraft 
Corporation 1973-79; founder and chairman, Wavepower Ltd 1974-
82, consultant 1982-88; Foundation President, International Air 
Cushion Engineering Society 1969-71, Vice-President 1971-99; 
President, UK Hovercraft Society 1972-99; RDI 1987



Christopher Cockerell
•Came from a talented family
•His father was a friend of Bernard Shaw and T.E. 

Lawrence amongst others so he was exposed to 
literary matters and the arts.

•Despite an interest in the arts, Christopher read 
Engineering at Peterhouse, Cambridge 
University, Cambridge, UK.



Christopher Cockerell
•After Cambridge he worked for the Radio 

Research company until 1935 and then for the 
Marconi Wireless Telegraph company from 1935 
until 1951 during which he was responsible for 
36 patents.

•During the war years Cockerell worked with an 
elite team at Marconi to develop radar.

•He was interested in Fluid Dynamics



Christopher Cockerell - inventor

•By the standards of the time, clearly Christopher 
Cockerell was an inventor.

•He had an enormous capacity for invention and 
his father, despite reservations (he once 
described his son as "no better than a garage 
hand"), put up the money for his early patents.



Are there still Inventors?

•Ascribing the label ‘Inventor’ to people is not as 
common today simply because life is largely a 
string of new ideas, as in applications for 
computers and Smart phones, and they are 
considered normal activity but they are often 
what would have been called inventions.

•There are still inventors though.



Christopher Cockerell – boatyard owner
•Cockerell left Marconi in 1950, and with a legacy 

left by his wife Margaret's father, he and 
Margaret were able to purchase a small 
boatyard in Norfolk. This never seemed to make 
money and Cockerell's mind turned back to 
earlier ideas.

•He had access to boats and somewhere to 
experiment



Christopher Cockerell – boatyard owner with 
time on his hands
•He decided to use larger models on water. Initial 

experiments convinced Cockerell that boats 
could be made to float on a cushion of air, thus 
reducing the effect of the water drag. After 
many trials he successfully designed a craft 
which proved his ideas were correct but a large 
power unit was required and it was not viable.



The modern Hovercraft

• The modern hovercraft evolved from a simple idea 
that Cockerell had.

• As noted above Cockerell was a British mechanical 
engineer with an interest in fluid dynamics.

• Although he had designed several other significant 
things he became known as the inventor of the 
modern Hovercraft.



The tin cans

• Cockerell came across the key concept in his design 
when studying the ring of airflow when high-pressure 
air was blown into the annular area between two 
concentric tin cans, one coffee and the other from cat 
food. This produced a ring of airflow, as expected, but 
he noticed an unexpected benefit as well; the sheet of 
fast moving air presented a sort of physical barrier to 
the air on either side of it.



The Momentum Curtain
• This effect, which he called the "momentum curtain", 

could be used to trap high-pressure air in the area 
inside the curtain, producing a high-pressure plenum 
that earlier designs had to build up with considerably 
more airflow. 

• In theory, only a small amount of active airflow would 
be needed to create lift and much less than a design 
that relied only on the momentum of the air to 
provide lift, like a helicopter.



Air flow between two concentric containers

The basic effect that Cockerell observed:



The basic experiment



Early days working on the hovercraft idea

•Cockerell built several models of his hovercraft 
design in the early 1950s, featuring an engine 
mounted to blow from the front of the craft into 
a space below it, combining both lift and 
propulsion. He demonstrated the model flying 
over many Whitehall carpets in front of various 
government experts and ministers, and the 
design was subsequently put on the secret list.



Funding for a prototype attempts

• In spite of tireless efforts to arrange funding, no 
branch of the military was interested, as he later 
joked, "the navy said it was a plane not a boat; 
the air force said it was a boat not a plane; and 
the army was 'plain not interested



Prototype designs
Extrapolating from the tin can design



Prototype funding at last
• Christopher Cockerell managed to get a government 

grant to build a prototype.
• The contract was awarded to the Saunders-Roe 

company which later became part of The British 
Hovercraft Company.

• The first viable Hovercraft was given the number SR 
N1

• (Saunders Roe Naughtical # 1) because they targeted 
it for water use



Model of the SR N1 showing the layout



Practical uses

•The initial notable implementation was as a 
passenger and vehicle ferry across the English 
Channel

•There were various military uses but much of 
that is classified.



First Hover 
and English 
Channel 
crossing

11 June 1959

The SRN1 made its 
first hover on 11 June 
1959

25 July 1959

Successful crossing of 
the English Channel on 
25 July 1959



Progression of the SR Nx series

• The SR N1 suffered when being used on choppy water 
which caused air pressure loss

• A series of modifications of the design resulted in 
there being Mark I to at least Mark V variants that 
added skirts to aid in use on other than flat water.

• Further designs followed, but all used the basic idea 
that Christopher Cockerell had.



USNavy Hovercraft
Not very 

comfortable
Alarming for other 

boats



Hovercraft 
on 

Wellington 
Harbour at 

Petone



Are Hovercraft still being built?

•Hovercrafts are still being made, along with 
various other ACVs

•Of course the modern builds are major advances 
over the initial idea, much like the 
metamorphosis in the modern car from Henry 
Ford’s Model T.



Formula 1 
racing 

Hovercraft



Credits

• Extracts from Wikipedia documents
• Substantive details from Sir Christopher Cockerell’s Obituary  in The 

Independent (UK)



Generic names - The Hoover, Sellotape, 
Hovercraft, Flymo
•Many of you will know what a Hoover is, or think 

you do.



The Hoover
• Many of you will know what a Hoover is or think you do.
• Chances are you are only possibly correct.
• The Hoover Company was the first to create a Vacuum 

Cleaner 
• Hardly a good idea to call it a sucking machine even though 

that is what it was, but it never came close to producing a 
vacuum!

• Hoover became a generic term for vacuum cleaners.



Sellotape and The Hovercraft
• Similar fates befell Sellotape (for sticky tape) and  Hovercraft 

(for any ACV).
• People call any sticky tape Sellotape whoever it is made by.
• There is a machine properly called an Airbag, often mistaken 

as a Hovercraft. It is and AVC but consists of a platform with 
a flexible skirt that is blown up with a fan, much like a 
Hovercraft but it needs more power than a proper 
Hovercraft.



FLYMO
• Flymo is a hover mower invented by Karl Dahlman. 

Dahlman invented the mower in 1964 after seeing 
Sir Christopher Cockerell’s Hovercraft machine. 
"Flymo" is a brand name of the Swedish 
company Husqvarna AB. The mower is a variation of 
conventional petrol powered rotary push lawn 
mowers that uses the mower's spinning blades as a 
fan to allow the mower to "hover".

• There are other manufacturers of this type of mower, 
but generically referred to as Flymos.



A Flymo – electric 
powered
Other versions are petrol powered



A simple model Hovercraft
• As I mentioned previously, while at school, in about 1959 a 

schoolmate and I made a sample model Hovercraft based 
on what information we gained from the New Scientist 
magazine.

• For this talk I decided to do something similar.
• I wanted to illustrate how simple the concept is so I created 

a sample.
• I explain what I did in the following slides and clips.
• There are many examples of making Model Hovercraft on 

the Internet if you want to try.



Model Hovercraft basic parts
•Two blue plastic washbasins
•One vacuum cleaner motor
•A lot of duct tape
•Metal building straps
•Some Ingenuity or maybe it was Innovation



Blue plastic washbasins



Vacuum cleaner 
motor

showing also one of 
the metal building 

strap



The creation and build process

•First create a mock-up to verify that the vacuum 
cleaner motor will create sufficient air. It is after 
all supposed to suck, not blow.

•For the mock-up do not apply the hovercraft 
invention.

•Second create a sample this time using the 
hovercraft idea.



First bowl mutilation

•Cut the bottom out of one of the bowls
•This creates:
•a piece of plastic as a base to mount the motor 

on.
•A circular shell to use as the outside surface in 

the mock-up and then in the final model.



Bottom from the first bowl with motor 
mounted



Motor assembly mounted upside down in the 
bowl



Demonstration of the mock-up



Mock-up no longer needed

•After recording the clip of the mock up working 
it was disassembled.



Second bowl mutilation

•The second bowl has slots cut around its side to 
make air holes.



Second bowl mutilation with slots



Assembly

•The bowl with the slots in it is the INNER bowl.
•The other bowl (which has no base) is the 

OUTER surface.
•The motor assembly fits on top of the two bowls 

and sealed on to the assembly with duct tape.



View of the assembly from the underneath



So does it work

•With fingers crossed it needs to be tested



The demonstration



Was the idea that Christopher Cockerell had a 
good one?
Like many good inventions the idea was simple, and the ramifications 
and uses that have been made of it are widespread.
• Although Hovercrafts were used for a while for commercial crossing 

of the English Channel, the completion of the tunnel under it made 
the Hovercrafts unnecessary.

• They are still used in swampy areas around the world
• They are still used for classified military purposes.
• They are still used for sport.



Yes – it was a very good idea

Other transport ideas have flowed from the original concept.


